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Before the siblings can begin the journey, an ‘uniki ceremony must occur. The elements of water (Kalani, Kanaloa, Moanaalii, Kawoama’aule) come to witness the initiation ritual, which takes place at Haleakalā.

**Act 1: Ancestral elements**

This is the time when the deities roamed the land, the great ancestors of many generations past. This is the land of Kalanaihō, and this is the land of Kū. The people of Hawai‘i come to a sacred place at Hāna, the place where the gods and goddesses are located. Here, the deities are born, and they are gathered to begin their life-cycle completion. They must remember their task and the need to connect heaven and earth. Hawaiian culture, notably through her role as a Kumu Hula and chant master, has been recognized and respected for her work in preserving and promoting Hawaii’s cultural traditions. Padilla has been a member of the creative development team for Kalahiki, a team that fosters a love for hula and Hawaiian culture and has been involved in many Hawa‘i resorts have adopted the practices and the preservation of the Hawaiian relationship to land.

**Act 2: Born and raised are the siblings**

In successive generations, the water deities are born, again and again. At Kalu‘aniihō, the source of all waters, siblings are born, one male and one female, twins, the female always born first, the male the younger twin.

**Act 3: The learning occurs**

As was the tradition, children who demonstrated promise in a particular area of knowledge were entrusted to family members to be raised and trained. It was customary for children to receive time learning from the grandparent generation.

The male sibling (Manawainu) is taken to the east and south side of Maui, Wailau‘nui and Kaupō, where he receives training in the earthly water resources from Kamakōlo, who is his granduncle. The female sibling (Hauola) is taken to the west and north side of Maui, Lāhu‘u mountain and Honokōhōd, where she receives training in the elemental forms of rain, mist, and cloud from Kapūlo, who is her grandaunt.

**Act 4: The journey begins**

Kahelā is sent to inform the twins that the time has come for them to begin their journey home to Kāne‘ohe, as part of their life-cycle completion. They must travel the long road back to Kūlāhō to demonstrate their mastery and understanding of the difficulties of water. They each will balance and demonstrate their twin’s property to witness the continuation of the water cycle.

**About the Choreographers**

Hoku‘iliōhi‘ōlani Holt descends from a male Kumu Hula lineage of Hawai‘u master’s from the island of Maui. Holt is a hula practitioner who has dedicated her life to traditional Hawaiian cultural practices, a graduate of Kamemeha Schools and the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Holt has given tirelessly to her community in the capacity of Hawaiian cultural and language educator since 1976. In that same year, she founded her hula luau, Pā‘ū ‘O Hī‘aka. Holt is considered a master Kumu Hula as well as a respected mele and chant composer. She has worked with other Kumu Hula in creating major hula productions, which have included Nā Mele O Ke Aupuni: Songs of the Nation, Tales of Maui the Demigod, Maui Moonlight Serenade, Kīhō‘o‘Nā Mea O Ke Aupuni; Hawaiiana of the Hawaiian Ethnic Studies Program. Ahue has assisted in curriculum development and taught classes for the visitor industry that many Hawai‘i resorts have adopted as their employee training program. In 2006 he was recognized by the County of Maui for his lifelong contributions to hula and the Hawaiian culture.

Ula‘līa Woodside is a Hawaiian hula practitioner and emerging Kumu Hula who in 2008 completed the ‘uniki rites and training of her family’s genealogical hula tradition under the direction of her sister, Ke‘ano Kealoha Holt. She represented in the Merrie Monarch Hula Festival, winning several group awards, and has served as a judge in hula competitions. In 2008, Padilla and the Woodside creative development team for Kaheliki, contributing to choreography, chant presentations, and costume concepts, and was also a member of the touring cast, which performed throughout Hawai‘i, New York, California, Arizona, Germany, and France from 2007 to 2009. In addition to hula, Woodside expands her knowledge of the art of Hawaiian chanting through apprenticeship with Kumu Hula Puałani Kanake‘ole Kanaha. She is also a student of Hawaiian warrior arts with recognized skilled masters of Pā Kui‘A Lua. Woodside is on the board of directors for Kaheahe, a cultural foundation, organizations dedicated to the advancement of Hawaiian cultural practices and the preservation of the Hawaiian relationship to land.

Kauhilionohona Padilla was born and raised on Maui within this cultural system that fostered a love for hula and Hawaiian culture and where he began his hula age at 5 with his granduncle Kahili Cumming. He was born in Keaukaha on Hawai‘i Island, raised in Keaukaha and raised in Keaukaha, where his parents are living. Padilla has been a member of the creative development team for Kaheliki, a team that fosters a love for hula and Hawaiian culture and has been involved in many Hawa‘i resorts have adopted the practices and the preservation of the Hawaiian relationship to land. Padilla joined the creative development team for Kaheliki as a choreographer in 2007, working on a performing cast that toured from 2007 to 2010. In 2008, Padilla was the project choreographer, technical director, and lead performer in the South Pacific, Japan, and Europe. Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, completed an internship at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, worked with other Kumu Hula in creating major hula productions, which have included Nā Mele O Ke Aupuni: Songs of the Nation, Tales of Maui the Demigod, Maui Moonlight Serenade, Kīhō‘o‘Nā Mea O Ke Aupuni; Hawaiiana of the Hawaiian Ethnic Studies Program. Ahue has assisted in curriculum development and taught classes for the visitor industry that many Hawai‘i resorts have adopted as their employee training program. In 2006 he was recognized by the County of Maui for his lifelong contributions to hula and the Hawaiian culture.

Robert Ke‘ano Ka‘upu IV was born and raised in Keaukaha on Hawai‘i Island. As a hula student of Kumu Hula Ray Fonseca and Kumu Hula Johnny Lum Ho, Ka‘upu has danced often at the prestigious Merrie Monarch Hula Festival, where these hālau have won many group and individual awards. He was a choreographer and dancer on Norwegian Cruise Lines and a dancer for the Star of Honolulu and has performed hula throughout Hawai‘i, the continental US, Japan, and Europe. In 2007, Ka‘upu was part of the creative development team for Kaheliki, where he was the costume designer and choreographer, and was also a member of the performing cast that toured from 2007 to 2010. He was project costume/adornment designer, choreographer, and performing artist in Home: Inside & Out, which received funding from the National Museum of the American Indian in 2008. Ka‘upu’s enduring love for hula led him to complete ‘uniki ceremonies in 2008 under Kumu Hula Hōkūlani Holt. He is now a Kumu Hula, along with Kauhilonohona Padilla, teaching hula to the children of Pā Kui‘A Lua. Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, completed an internship at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, and was also a member of the creative development team for Kaheliki, a team that fosters a love for hula and Hawaiian culture and has been involved in many Hawa‘i resorts have adopted the practices and the preservation of the Hawaiian relationship to land. Padilla joined the creative development team for Kaheliki as a choreographer in 2007, working on a performing cast that toured from 2007 to 2010. In 2008, Padilla was the project choreographer, technical director, and lead performer in the South Pacific, Japan, and Europe. Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, completed an internship at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, and was also a member of the creative development team for Kaheliki, a team that fosters a love for hula and Hawaiian culture and has been involved in many Hawa‘i resorts have adopted the practices and the preservation of the Hawaiian relationship to land. Padilla joined the creative development team for Kaheliki as a choreographer in 2007, working on a performing cast that toured from 2007 to 2010. In 2008, Padilla was the project choreographer, technical director, and lead performer in the South Pacific, Japan, and Europe. Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, completed an internship at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, Padilla continued his hula education under Kumu Hula Honolau Strain and Hawaiian Cultural & Educational Program, and was also a member of the creative development team for Kaheliki, a team that fosters a love for hula and Hawaiian culture and has been involved in many Hawa‘i resorts have adopted the practices and the preservation of the Hawaiian relationship to land. Padilla joined the creative development team for Kaheliki as a choreographer in 2007, working on a performing cast that toured from 2007 to 2010. In 2008, Padilla was the project choreographer, technical director, and lead performer in the South Pacific, Japan, and Europe.
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Duration: 1 hour 45 minutes, including one 15-minute intermission.
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